ZDF Enterprises

Crime Watch XY / The Invasion: The Outbreak of World War II / Captain Flinn and the Pirate Dinosaurs

ZDF Enterprises, the scripted catalogue of ZDF Enterprises (ZDFE), is offering a new season of the screen adaptations of Arne Dahl's crime novels about an elite force within the Swedish police department. From ZDFE Entertainment comes Crime Watch XY, a reality show. ZDFE factual features The Invasion: The Outbreak of World War II, a German-Polish co-production focused on the Third Reich. In the way of kids' programming, ZDFE Junior is presenting Captain Flinn and the Pirate Dinosaurs, an animated action/adventure comedy series.

"[Our] content is created by an ensemble of great international partners, thus ensuring that the storytelling is universal and can travel across cultural borders," says Fred Burcksen, ZDFE's executive VP and COO.

“Our slate is comprised of high-end series produced with renowned partners in the industry, many of them through international co-productions.”
— Fred Burcksen